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The sensation of smell has been a topic of schol-
arly discussion since the time of ancient
Greece. Two general areas of investigation have
developed over the years; the problems of em-
pirical odor classification and the process of
odor reception. A number of related empirical
classification schemes have been proposed.
Perhaps the most complete odor classification is
that of Zwaardemaker, which is listed in the first
two columns of Table 1,1 While there is a fair
degree of unanimity among such empirical
schemes, theories of how odors are sensed are
exceedingly diverse. There are presently four
prominent theories of odor reception: shape
sensors, vibration sensors, neural penetration,
and acid-base interaction.

Amoore’s shape sensor theory has been the
most widely discussed of the four. It postulates
that there are templates present in the olfactory
area which sense the shape of the molecules in
the passing air by fitting the molecules in a
lock-and-key manner,’ This theory developed
from the observation that for certain categories
compounds of similar odor have similar shapes
when constructed from space-filling models.
Seven categories have been postulated (see col-
umn 3 in Table I), but no unifiing shapes have
been found for pungent or putrid odors, so in-
teractions other than shape must be involved.

The vibration sensor theory stems fmm the
observation of Dysonts expanded by Wright,4
that compounds of simdar odor absorb in similar
Raman spectral regions. This led to tbe Wstula-
tion of vibrational coupling between the
molecules and the neurons in the nose. Re-
cently, this theory has lost suppofi because of
the difficulty of postulating vibrational coupling
in aqueous medium.

The neural penetration theory derives from
experimentation which showed strong correla-

tions between tbe heat of absorption and odor of
mulecules,5 which may imply that the odorant
disrupts the neural wall on absorption, causing
the nerve to sense its presence, The acid-base
interaction theory stems from the correlation be-
tween the Lewis acidity of molecules and their
odor, although no mechanism has been pro-
posed,6

None of the above theories are exclusive of
any of the others, and none are complete expla-
nations of odor sensation. What is needed is an
empirically-derived data set of odor similarities
which will allow comparison of these various
theories, Such a data set was developed by
Wright and Michaels, who presented 45 odor
compounds to 84 volunteers and had them clas-
sify them on a six point scale as to the similarity



of the test compound’s odor to nine different
standard odorants. 7 These standards are shown
in column 4 of Table I. As one can see, the stan-
dards were chosen to span the empirical odor
spectrum as well as possible. Five of the test
compounds were presented twice to the volun-
teers so that an estimate of their error could be
made. Thus one has a nine by 50 similarity mat-
rix with each of the nine columns representing
the similarity of the 50 compounds to a single
standard and the nine values associated with
each compound being a measure of the similar-
ity of propaties between that compound and a
standard.
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This data set was initiafly attractive because of
the opportunities it provided to study both mul-
tiple property data and continuous property data
from the viewpoint of the analytical chemist,
and to see if these nine similarity continua could
be related to spectraf and physical information
about the molecules. The ultraviolet, infrared,
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were
obtained from the literature, as were various
physicaf parameters such as molecular weight
and melting and boiling point. Chemometric
methods were used to relate these data to the
properties measured by Wright and Michaels.

Chemometrics is the application of data
anafysis techniques to chemicaf problems. Tbe
field is very new as an independent discipline,
afthough chemists have been doing data rumfysis
for many years. The most widely known section
of the field is statistical analysis, which has been
used extensively to aid in chemicaf inference.
But cla.ssicaf statistical methodology needs large
data sets, and this need severely limits its appli-
cations. For that reason, many methods have
been developed to allow inference from smaller
sets of data. Several different names exist for
this area, but many prefer to cdl it pattern rec-
ognition. As the results from research areas as
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dissimilar as electrical engineering and sociol-
ogy are included in pattern recognition, there is
very little agreement on the limits of the field,
but generally one can define the three major
sections as methods for classification of un-
known data; methods for data display and de-
termination of data stmcture; and methods for
modifying data to aid the first two.

Severaf good reviews of the subject are avail-
able so details will not be given here.s 9 Some
general introduction to the underlying concepts
will be helpful though. If one has a compound
which has had 43 measurements (also called fea-
tures) taken on it, one can consider each of the
measurements as a dimension, The value of
each measurement positions the compmnd in
question along that measurement axis. Thus the
compound can be considered a point in a 43-
dimensionaf space. Tbe methods of pattern rec-
Omition attempt to determine the structure of
this 43-dimensional space or use the stmcture to
aid in understanding the problem in question. If
one is trying to explain something about a par-
ticular poin~ that something is cafled the prop-
em ,Of the r@nt. In this application the prop-
e~ M the simdarity of a particuhr molec”]e to a
particular standard. The entire set of spectraf
and physical information about a molecule and
its property form a data vector (sometimes cafled
a pattern in older literature).

A number of methods fmm each of the three
divisions of pattern recognition were applied to
Wright and Michaels data set. The first question
was whether the spectral and physicaf informa-
tion collected fmm the literature was at all per-
tinent to the problem. In order to determine
this, each property continuum was studied to
determine how well its trends could be fit using
tbe spectral and physical data. The error in the
nine prouerty continua was first determined bv
using the twice tested compounds. This error
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was 7.0% on the average (Table II). All of the
continua could be fit with considerably less
error using afl the smctral and physicaf features
and stepwise regression (Table II), and that a
least squares fit using the best five features most
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closely reproduced the error in the original data
(Table II). This was encouraging, so we investi-
gated what each of the five best features was
(fig. 1). As one can see, substructural informa-
tion is important in fitting the odor similarities.
But several of the variables, most notably
molecular weight, afso seem to be very impor-
tant for fitting eight of the properties. This is
worrisome because the nine standards were
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fig”,. 1, Five most highly cor,dmed femur., m each standard

chosen to be as dissimilar as the empirical odor
classification scheme allows. Therefore, one
would not expect eight of them to correlate. This
observation led to the calculation of a correla-
tion matrix for the nine continua (Table 111),
which showed that e igbt of the standards are
correlated at a moderate to high degree.
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This in turn led to the investigation of how
many independent phenomena were actually
being measured by the nine standards. Using
principal component anafysis (or the eigenvec-
tor or Karhunen-Loeve transform) it was found
that there were only two significant factors. As
these can be used as axes for plotting the data
space, a two-dimensional plot (fig. 2) can be
constmcted which represents 73.4% of the in-
formation in the original nine-dimensional data
space. One can see that there are chemical
trends associated with the axes, but they are
hard to define, Fitting the axes with the spectral
and physical data (fig. 3) used before does not
clarify matters much. The horizontal axis seems
redated to molecular weight and electron dis-
tribution, while the vertical axis seems related
to polarizing atoms in various bonding situa-
tions, but the results are unclear.
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figure 3, Five m..? highly correlated features ?. each principal
Conlpo”ent.

A new source of more fundamental informa-
tion about the molecules then being studied
seemed necessary, The semiempirical CNDO
method of quantum chemical calculation10 was
applied to as many of the members of the data
set as possible (the solid points in fig. 2 were
calculated) and the resulting information used to
elucidate the two axes. The information used in-
cluded the energy of the top filled and bottom
unfilled molecular orbitals, the dipole along
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each axis of the molecule, the dimensions of the
molecules, and the molecular weight. The dif-
ferences between the top filled and bottom un-
filled molecular orbitals, the ratios oftbe dipoles
along different axes, and the ratios of the dimen-
sions were also calculated and used in fitting the
axes. The results were startlingly simple. The
horizontal axis is well fit by the molecular
weight of the molecules and by information
about the dipole of the molecule along various
axes, particularly the ratio of the dipole along
the longest axis to that along the shortest axis.
The vertical axis is fit by information about the
energy of the bigbest occupied and lowest un-
occupied molecular orbitafs, particularly the dif-
ference between them. One would expect this
latter value to correlate to the Lewis acidity of a
molecule, a quantity not possible to cafculate.
Note that the actual dimensions of the
molecules were never used by tbe regression
analysis to fit either axis.

These results are interesting but what do they
mean and how do they relate to tbe four major
theories of odor sensation? They seem to indi-
cate that the former two theories are focused on
tbe effects rather than the causes of odors, while
the latter two comer+wnd well with the results
found here. But there are several causes for res-
ervations.

Tbe category of odors with which the shape
sensor theory bas had the greatest success is the
ethereal group. These are nearly spherical atoms
with little or no directed dipole which lie in the
center of figure 2. The shape theory does rlC-
ceptably well with camphorous, minty, floral,
and musky which lie to the right of center and
are all molecules in which the strongest directed
dipole of the molecule lies approximately along
the long molecular axis. However, no shape sen-
sors have been found for the pungent and putrid
odors which, in figure 2, are seen to form the leil
half of the plot as compounds with strong di-
poles perpendicular to the long axis of the
molecule. Fmm this it seems that the shape sen-
sor theory succeeds because of the comelation
between the directed dipole and tbe long axis of
the molecules rather than because tbe shape of
the molecules is important. This supposition is
supported by the fact that the actuaf dimensions
were not used in fitting either of the principal
com~nents.

The success of the vibrational coupling theory
is quite understandable since Raman absorp-
tion are directly related to the internal dipole of
a molecule. Tbe infrared spectral information
used as part of the fitting of the nine initial con-
tinua was very important to the final fits.

This leaves the neural penetration and acid-
base theories, each of which can be rationalized
with one of the principal compments found in
the data space. The acid-base theory is fairly
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F@,. 2. Plot d principal ,myaonent 1 .Q.i”,l 2,

easily connected to the second component (or-
dinate in fig. 2) which represents the difference
between the highest occupied and lowest unoc-
cupied orbitsfs in the molecule. This difference
and Lewis acidity should be highly correlated.
Whether the nose is sensing the electron
donor-acceptor ability of the molecule. or the
first excited state is not clew fmm this work, and
remains to he investigated. The neural penetra-
tion theory is a bit less easy to rationalize with
the first component, but it is possible when one
considers that a neural wall is composed of a
highly ordered double layer of dipoles with a
considerable charge difference across it. One
can then theorize that adsorption of a molecule

onto the snrface would cause a reordering of the
dipoles and a consequent reduction in the wall’s
insulating ability, causing the neuron to fire.
The extent of the brenkdown would be deter-
mined by how much the adsorbed molecule
reordered the surface, which would relate to its
dipole strength. Again, this is a speculation and
must be studied experimentally.

Finally, it should be noted that the results of
this study arc no better than the initial informa-
tion, and that there are several problems both
with Wright and M ichaels’ study snd with the
information used in this study. The importance
of molecular weight in fitting eight of the nine
standards and one of the principal components
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is curious and, perhaps, an artiikt of the set of
odorants used. One can see that there are a
number of large aromatics that cluster together
in the lower right comer of figure 2, thus biasing
the data set. Another prnblem is that eight nf the
nine strmdmds were highly correlated, so that
some of tbe test compnunds did not smell par-
ticularly like any of them. These compounds
tend to lie in the center of figure 2, which may
be wby acetone and benzene lie so close to-
gether. Also, there was little allowance for the
effect of the previous odorant on the next one in
the initial study. The series of compounds was
presented tn the volunteers in one of two orders
and no account of tbe possible interactions
seems to have been made. (This may not be an
important point, as the variation in the twice
tested compounds is at most 117., quite good for
a subjective testing scheme.) Finally, both the
spectral and physical measurements used in the
fitting of the nine continua were fmm the litera-
ture, rather than taken directly on the com-
pounds used, which increases the possibility of
error.

Thus this work suggests that, from this data
se< the human odor sensov spectrum can be.
explained by the existence of a two-dimensional
continuum with the coordinates (odor) of a
molecule determined by its directed dipole and
electron donor-acceptor ability. This result is
pleasantly straightforward and makes a trained
expert’s ability to distinguish thousands of dif-
ferent odors reasonable. The simplicity is reafly
not that disconcerting when one considers that
all of colnr visinn is performed by only three
sensnrs.
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